TEXTILE PRESENTATION BOARD

For this assignment, you will prepare a textile presentation board for a bedroom. Find fabric samples and mount them on heavy paper. Find samples of wallpaper and paint and trim them neatly. Lay the samples out to determine the best presentation. Ideally, your largest areas (floors and walls) should be your largest samples. Label each sample with the correct lettering style. You may use numbers and a key or write beneath each picture. Attach paper samples with rubber cement and fabric samples with white glue or a glue gun.

Your presentation board must contain the following:

1. Floor covering: carpet sample
2. Wall covering: paint, wall paper, fabric, or paneling
3. Wood trim/accent color: paint or natural wood
4. Window covering: appropriate fabric and/or blind
5. Bedspread: appropriate fabric
6. Upholstery: appropriate fabric for a chair in the room
7. Accessories: 1-3 fabrics for throw pillows, dust ruffles, pillow shams

GRADING:

1. Samples are mounted neatly
2. Textiles are suitable
3. Samples are labeled neatly
4. Layout is pleasantly spaced
5. Overall professional look

TOTAL POINTS

__________/100